Special Theme: Augmented Reality

audience on three sides. The multi-view
surfaces around the promontory are
used for video scenography and collaboration surfaces for two additional
venues. All other walls, ceilings and
floors are also used as vision projection
screens. The live performance is distributed and takes place at three venues
each of which can accommodate over
1000 audience members. Most of the
visualizations in The Cliff can be
viewed externally from the city or the
Trondheim fjord:
• The main soloists and characters play
live in The Cliff. The performance is
recorded, transported and shown on
large, mobile, multi-view screens in
the collaborating venues.
• Trondheim Symphony Orchestra
plays live in Olavshallen (Trondheim)
and is recorded and shown in The
Cliff. When the orchestra plays overtures or the main role, video is presented on the periphery of The Cliff space,
surrounding the audience entirely. An
extract is shown in the Nidaros Cathedral on mobile screens. In all cases,
superb 64 (or higher)-channel sound
with extremely low delay is spread
from the periphery both in The Cliff
and Nidaros Cathedral.
• A large mixed choir (of priests, soldiers and others), performs live in
Nidaros Cathedral (Trondheim). Both
ensembles and their surroundings are
recorded and shown in real time on

the multi-view surfaces in The Cliff,
and in Olavshallen.
To meet the hard delay sensitivity given
by the distributed performing musicians, the technical delay requirements
are visual (optical) end-to-end delays of
less than 30 ms, and audio delays of less
than 10 ms. To accommodate these
requirements, a 100 Gbps IP/Ethernet
fibre network with switches takes care
of the transmission between the venues,
including high performance image and
sound processing equipment that needs
to be optimized to support the low
delays.
Links:
LOLA system :
http://www.conservatorio.trieste.it/artis
tica/ricerca/progetto-lola-low-latency
Nettmusikk2014 [In Norwegian]:
https://openwiki.uninett.no/_media/
nettmus:nettmusikk2014brukerstyre_2013-11-13.pdf
Thora paa Rimol [In Norwegian]:
https://openwiki.uninett.no/_media/
nettmus:thorapr.pdf
Collaborative Surfaces and Spaces
(ITEM@NTNU) :
http://www.ntnu.no/telematikk/people/
personalpages/fac/leifarne/
collaborationspaces

The DMP Architecture, Specification
and Philosophy (ITEM@NTNU) :
http://www.ntnu.no/telematikk/people/
personalpages/fac/leifarne/the_dmp_
architecture_specification_and_
philosophy
NTNU Faculty of Information
Technology, Mathematics and
Electrical Engineering :
http://www.ntnu.edu/ime
NTNU Oceans :
https://www.ntnu.edu/oceans/aboutntnu-oceans
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Virtual Reconstruction of Cultural Heritage Artifacts
by Michal Haindl, Matěj Sedláček and Radomír Vávra
Museums and other cultural heritage custodians are interested in digitizing their collections, not only for the
sake of preserving cultural heritage, but also to make the information content accessible and affordable to
researchers and the general public. Once an object’s digital model is created it can be digitally reconstructed
to its original uneroded or unbroken shape or realistically visualized using different historical materials. Some
artifacts are so fragile that they cannot leave the carefully controlled light, humidity, and temperature of their
storage facilities, thus they are already inaccessible to the public, and the viable alternative is their exhibition
in the form of an augmented reality scene. Researchers at the Institute of Information Theory and Automation
(UTIA) of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague have developed a sophisticated measurement and
processing setup to enable the construction of physically correct virtual models.
While precise shape measurement can be
achieved using advanced laser scanners
and other commercially available shape
measuring devices, an object’s surface
appearance is much more complicated.
Virtual reality applications typically use
oversimplified surface material and illumination models that only remotely
approximate the appearance of real scenes,
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meaning human observers can easily differentiate between real and virtual or augmented reality scenes. Real surface material visual appearance is a highly complex
physical phenomenon which intricately
depends on incident and reflected spherical angles, time, light spectrum and several other physical variables. While recent
advances in computer hardware and vir-

tual modelling are finally allowing the
view and illumination dependencies of
natural surface materials to be taken into
account in the form of bidirectional texture function models (BTF) [1], this
occurs at the expense of an immense
increase in the required number of material sample measurements and the visualization complexity.
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Figure 1: Celtic druid head (300 BC, National Museum in Prague) precise BTF plaener model
(left) and the reconstructed head using the same BTF model but another environmental lighting
(right).

Within the Pattern Recognition department of UTIA, we have built a high precision robotic gonioreflectometer [1,3].
The setup consists of independently
controlled arms with camera and light.
Its parameters, such as angular precision (to 0.03 degrees), spatial resolution
(1000 DPI), and selective spatial measurement qualify this gonioreflectometer
as a state-of-the-art device. The typical
resolution of an area of interest is
around 2000 x 2000 pixels, each of
which is represented by at least 16-bit
floating point values to achieve reasonable representation of high-dynamicrange visual information. The memory
requirements for storage of a single
material sample amount to 360 gigabytes per spectral channel but more precise spectral measurements with a moderate visible spectrum (400-700nm)
sampling further increase the amount of
data to five tera-bytes or more.
We applied this technique within the
Czech Science Foundation project
GAČR 14-10911S for the best known
Celtic artifact from the European Iron
Age period (450–50 B.C.) owned by the
National Museum in Prague - the Celtic
druid head. This plaener Celtic druid
head (see Figure 1 - left) is so precious
that it has only been exhibited three
times since its discovery at a sandpit in
Mšecké Žehrovice, Czechia in 1943,
and each time only for a few days under
tight security. Its exact digital model
with ±0.1 mm accuracy created from
our laser scanner measurements allows
us not only to create a high quality copy
for permanent exhibition, but art historians can study in detail its chiseling
style by an ancient artist, its ritual
smashing when Celts had to abandon
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their sanctuary, and even allows
researchers to look for alternative materials (Figure 2) of that era. Visual techniques are non-invasive and thus ideal
for documentation and assessment of
cultural objects directly in their workroom computers. Unfortunately some
parts of this precious sculpture were
never recovered (see the right part of the
head digital model on Figure 1 - left).
These missing parts, as well as stone
scars due to its ritual smashing and
ploughing damage, can be reconstructed using prediction-based image
processing methods. Figures 1 – right
and 2 illustrate such shape reconstruction results in the original plaener and
possible alternative wooden (Figure 2)
materials. Once the accurate shape and
material models are developed, we can
insert such a model into an augmented
reality scene (Figure 1 – right) in a way
which respects physically correct illumination and viewing conditions
derived from the real environment. For
example, to insert this Celtic druid head
into a true Celtic sanctuary if archaeologists were to find one.

Figure 2: Reconstructed druid head using the
linden wood BTF model.
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